Angle Park
Thursday 2nd July 2020

Weather Condition: Fine
Track Condition: Good

Stewards       J Evans, J Jones, M Herrmann, M Macdonald
Veterinary Surgeon    Dr G Moore
Late Scratchings    NIL

Race 1       SENTRACK ON THE SEN APP STAKE  515m  Grade 6
-Shortly after the start WHEEL BURNER moved down checking LEAVING. On the first turn GALACTIC HORIZON moved out checking FANTASTIC SHELL on several occasions. Turning into the back straight LEAVING eased appearing injured. Along the home straight FANTASTIC SHELL and GALACTIC HORIZON made contact.
-LEAVING was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 180 days.

Race 2       BGC INDUSTRIAL CLEANING SUPPLIES MAIDEN STAKE  515m  Maiden
-A swab sample was taken from the winner UNLEASH THUNDER. Shortly after the start MAREENA moved down checking SALT AND PEPPER and SPRINGVALE CHER. On the first turn MAREENA moved out checking DICK GRAYSON and SULLIE’S GIRL then shortly after SPRINGVALE CHER moved out checking DICK GRAYSON.

Race 3       SKY RACING (0-4 WINS N/P) MIXED SERIES HEAT 1  600m  SE
-SPRINGVALE ANNA was slow to begin. Turning into the back straight GOT MY WAY moved down checking JOINT INTEREST.
-ZIPPING TED was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 4       GRSA.COM.AU (0-4 WINS N/P) MIXED SERIES HEAT 2  600m  SE
-Turning into the home straight on the first occasion OAKVALE ASTRO moved down checking EMERLEY NERA and VONTAE MACK. Along the home straight on the first occasion OAKVALE ASTRO moved out checking SCARRED WARRIOR causing OAKVALE ASTRO to be turned sideways and SCARRED WARRIOR to stumble.
-SCARRED WARRIOR was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 10 days.

Race 5       GIDDY-UP MIXED STAKE  515m  Mixed 4/5
-On the first turn DEMOLISHER ran onto the heels of DYNA ADRIA causing DEMOLISHER to race wide. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 6       FOLLOW THE DOGSSA ON TWITTER STAKE  515m  Grade 5
-A swab sample was taken from the winner VICTA BORIS. Approaching the winning post CAWBOURNE SCAR moved down checking VICTA BORIS. On the first turn CAWBOURNE SCAR moved out checking DYNA SMOKY and ASHY MAYHEM. Along the back straight DYNA SMOKY moved down checking ASHY MAYHEM causing ASHY MAYHEM to make contact with the running rail.
-ASHBY MAYHEM was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 7       SECURE RACING LOGISTICS MIXED STAKE  600m  Mixed 3/4/5
-ERRINGTON was slow to begin. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 8       YOU. ME. 6 WEEKS. OPEN STAKE  515m  Open
-On the first turn LITTLE EARNER made contact with the running rail then moved out taking FANTASTIC PIPPA off its running line.
-LITTLE EARNER was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 9       ACCELL THERAPY FREE FOR ALL  731m  FFA
-NO SURRENDER was slow to begin. Turning into the home straight and along the home straight on the first occasion NO SURRENDER raced wide. Along the back straight NO SURRENDER raced wide.
A swab sample was taken from the winner THUNDER ON. Shortly after the start FABS YOU GO moved out checking LOVE FIRST. Approaching the winning post CAWBOURNE ZEBRA checked around the heels of FABS YOU GO. On the first turn FABS YOU GO checked around the heels of LOVE FIRST. Turning into the back straight NANCY LEE raced wide. Along the back straight FABS YOU GO raced wide.

Shortly after the start DYNA VIRION moved down checking TYSON’S CHOICE. Along the back straight AMERICAN MAN raced wide.

* Published subject to correction upon revision